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Security: In Families and at NYSTRS
• Security: Provides safety and reliability;
keeps you free from danger or attack.
• Children feel secure when a loved one
carefully watches over them.
• You and your family consider many
security decisions and take steps to
ensure loved ones are protected.
• It’s the same way with NYSTRS! We
consider security in all our decisions.
In fact, our mission is, “To provide our
members with a secure pension.”

Today’s Agenda
• How We Secure Our System
• How We Protect Your PII
• Security for MyNYSTRS and ESA
• Fraud Protection
• Staying Vigilant
• Testing Our Security Measures
• What You Can Do

Staying Up-to-Date
• To stay safe, you update your devices
(e.g., Microsoft security updates;
new versions of iOS or Android; bug
fixes to mobile apps).
• At NYSTRS, we do all that too, but on
a much bigger scale.
• First, we ensure a new version is
stable. Then, we apply it to a test
server. We won’t put it in production
until we confirm it’s safe.

Firewalls and Security Tools
• Your PC probably has anti-virus, firewall,
and anti-malware tools. Similarly, NYSTRS
deploys a variety of security tools.
• Our firewall blocks access to sites with
bad reputations and to bad guys scanning
for vulnerabilities. We block 150 separate
network scan attacks daily, and each may
have 500 - 1,000 connection attempts.
• Our system blocks 10,000 email threats a
day. We scan incoming zip files and
quarantine attachments as needed.

Intrusion Monitoring
• Even if malware somehow made it
through the firewall, our intrusion
monitoring system would provide
protection.
• If the system sees unusual activity
on our network, it alerts the
Security Team to investigate (e.g., if
the malware tries to tell its source,
“I got through”).

PII Protection
• Personally Identifiable Information: You
take many steps to secure it (e.g., using
strong passwords; shredding documents;
not sharing your SSN unless necessary).
• So does NYSTRS! A few examples: We
don’t include SSN on confirmations and
Profiles. Members only need last four
digits of SSN to register for MyNYSTRS.
• For FOIL requests, personal information
is exempt from disclosure (e.g., address,
SSN, option, beneficiary, bank account).

PII Protection
• Staff confirm callers’ ID several ways.
If we have doubts, we won’t share any
specific information with the caller.
• Our confidentiality guidelines specify
what information is considered private
and won’t be given out on the phone.
• We don’t provide personal information
via unsecured email. If a member does,
we redact it when we respond.
• We created online Secure Messaging to
communicate with you confidentially.

Security Rights
• Families assign rights by person (e.g., kids
access the fridge, but not bank statements).
• NYSTRS also uses role-based security. If you
don’t need access, you don’t have access.
• Only authorized devices can access NYSTRS
information. Staff who need access from
home or on the road must use a secured
NYSTRS-issued device or transmission.
• Complex passwords are required to log on.

NYSTRS’ Homeland Security
• You protect your home many ways (e.g.,
dogs; alarms; locked doors and windows;
no delivery of mail / papers when away;
timers to automatically turn on lights).
• NYSTRS also secures our site many ways.
• Staff have electronic key-card IDs. Access
to areas of the building is restricted.
• Our building security guards check visitor
IDs and give out visitor photo badges.

NYSTRS’ Homeland Security
• We instituted a “clean desk policy.”
Each unit locks away confidential
items so they are not left on desks
overnight.
• We use locked recycle bins for
confidential paperwork, and the
materials are shredded on site before
being taken away.

Outside Stakeholders and Vendors
• When sharing information, you take
security measures (e.g., only trust some
people; seal envelopes; check for a lock
icon and an “https” on a website’s URL).
• To ensure its safety, NYSTRS encrypts
information we share (e.g., with
members through MyNYSTRS and video
consultations; with employers through
ESA; with IRS or investment partners).
• Potential vendors complete a technical
checklist covering their security profile.

Planning Enhancements
• We constantly research the latest
security threats and design our
programming to avoid any issues.
• We build security right into the
project development process.
That way, possible risks and
exposures can be identified
upfront in planning and
addressed in programming.

MyNYSTRS
• The pace of technological change is
extraordinary. As consumers, we quickly
rely on innovations and expect more.
• iPhones didn’t exist 10 years ago.
Google didn’t exist 20 years ago.
• But NYSTRS’ website did. Since then, we
have expanded its tools so you can now:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Run loan and pension estimates
Schedule consultations and PREP seminars
Complete a variety of forms online
Review your account and track retirement processing
Send secure messages to NYSTRS
Review annual Profiles and 1099 tax documents

MyNYSTRS
• As we innovate, we remain vigilant. We use
two-factor authentication, a process that
combines something you know (e.g.,
username / password) with something you
have (e.g., the phone we send a PIN to).
• A PIN is required for a log-in unless you
chose “Remember this computer” within
the past six months. (For your security, we
recommend only using your own computer.)
• After registering, members must wait five
weekdays before filing online applications so
they can receive mailed confirmation.

Employer Secure Area (ESA)
•

Our website’s ESA has expanded too. All
reports are now done online (e.g., billing;
member registration; service and salary).

•

We encrypt our ESA transmissions.

•

An employer’s Chief School Administrator
or Security Administrator verifies users.

•

This fall, we expanded security measures
to include additional password controls,
two-factor authentication, and
geolocation safeguards.

Fraud Protection
• Our processing procedures help stop
fraud (e.g., For address changes, we mail
confirmations to new and old address).
• If members fear their identity was stolen,
we can set a Theft of ID flag in our files.
₋ A “low” flag means be extra-vigilant
when we receive an inquiry or form.
₋ A “high” flag prevents transactions
without signed authorization, halts
access to MyNYSTRS, and ensures all
communications are done in writing.

Fraud Protection
If you suspect someone is attempting to
defraud the System or its assets, please:
• Write the Investigations Unit,
P.O. Box 11535, Albany, NY 12211; or
• Call our Fraud Reporting Hotline at
(800) 348-7298, Ext. 2846; or
• Report the complaint electronically
through the Reporting Fraud page on
our website.
The complaint can be filed anonymously.

Staying Vigilant
• If you are a parent, you warn your child
many times, “Don’t talk to strangers.”
In the Internet era, those strangers could
be people they meet online.
• At NYSTRS, we also warn staff “Don’t
“talk to strangers” because most
malware comes from phishing: social
engineering attempts to manipulate you
and gain control over your computer.

Staying Vigilant
• Our staff are a critical line of defense.
We each attend annual training on
security awareness and the Security
Team sends regular security reminders.
• The key is be wary! If you have any
doubts, do not click on a link or open
an attachment. Alert the Security Team.
• We now post a banner on emails sent
from outside. This helps alert staff to
emails that seem they were sent
internally, but actually weren’t.

Testing Our Security Measures
• Firms hire secret shoppers to pose as
customers. We do something similar:
We have a security training firm send
us simulated phishing emails. This
reminds staff to carefully review emails
and delete / report questionable items.
• We hire security firms to conduct stress
tests of our processes, procedures and
software. These vulnerability and
penetration tests confirm our security
is effective and is always up-to-date.

Testing Our Security Measures
• Our Risk Management Department
helps us identify, measure, manage,
and monitor any material risks to
achieving our strategic mission.
• To tie information security in with our
risk initiatives, our Information Security
Officer (ISO) now reports directly to the
Director of Risk Management.
• Our outside privacy counsel helps us
ensure we take all necessary and
reasonable security steps.

What You Can Do to Protect Yourself!
• Use anti-malware, anti-virus software,
and a firewall on your computers.
Regularly update to newer versions
with the latest security patches.
• Use your EmplID instead of your SSN
when you contact us. (An EmplID card
is on your Benefit Profile and should be
stored in a secure place.)
• Don’t include any personal information
in emails. Use the Secure Messaging
feature in MyNYSTRS instead.

What You Can Do to Protect Yourself!
• Do not share your MyNYSTRS password
(e.g., with banks or financial advisors).
• Change your MyNYSTRS password if you
are concerned about security (e.g., if you
and your significant other separate).
• If you fear your ID was stolen, ask us to
post a Theft of ID flag on your record.
• Watch out for phishing attempts.
NYSTRS will not email you asking for
personal information.

Protecting Yourself from Phishing
Some signs an email may be trying to lure you in:
• It’s from someone you don’t know.
• It has bad grammar or spelling (e.g., It’s from
Gooogle, with an extra “o”; or BankofArnerica
with an “r” + “n,” instead of an “m”).
• The “To” line includes an unusual combination
of recipients.
• It looks like an internal email, but was sent at a
strange time for employees (e.g., 3 AM).
• The subject and content don’t match up.
• The email’s only content is a link.

Protecting Yourself from Phishing
• The email says you can gain something of
value or avoid bad consequences (e.g., Your
computer has a virus; download this fix).
• If you hover your mouse over the hyperlink,
the path is a different address than claimed.
• A link to Facebook says, “Click to see what
picture was posted of you” or “Check out
this cool link.” (Open Facebook directly.)
Call the sender on a published number to
confirm (e.g., Use the number on a credit card,
not the “fraud alert” line noted in an email).

